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Abstract
Pattern matching is an important operation used in many applications such as functional
programming, rewriting and rule-based expert systems. By preprocessing the patterns into
a DFA-like automaton, we can rapidly select the matching pattern(s) in a single scan of
the relevant portions of the input term. This automaton is typically based on left-to-right
traversal of the patterns. By adapting the traversal order to suit the set of input patterns, it
is possible to considerably reduce the space and matching time requirements of the automaton. The design of such adaptive automata is the focus of this paper. We rst formalize the
notion of an adaptive traversal. We then present several strategies for synthesizing adaptive
traversal orders aimed at reducing space and matching time complexity. In the worst case,
however, the space requirements can be exponential in the size of the patterns. We show
this by establishing an exponential lower bounds on space that is independent of the traversal order used. We then discuss an orthogonal approach to space minimization based on
direct construction of optimal dag automata. Finally, our work brings forth the impact of
typing in pattern matching. In particular, we show that several important problems (e.g.,
lazy pattern matching in ML) are computationally hard in the presence of type disciplines,
whereas they can be solved eciently in the untyped setting.

1 Introduction
Pattern matching is a fundamental operation in a number of important applications such as
functional and equational programming [11, 21], term rewriting, theorem proving [7] and rulebased systems[6]. In most of these applications, patterns are partially ordered by assigning
priorities. For instance, in languages such as ML [10] and Haskell [13], a pattern occurring
earlier in the text has a higher priority over those following it. In HOPE [3] and in many
rule-based systems, more speci c patterns have higher priority over less speci c ones [6, 20]. In
theorem proving applications, priorities are used to encode ecient heuristics. Applications that
do not impose priorities can be handled as a special case, by assigning equal priorities to all
patterns.
A preliminary version of this paper appears in proceedings of the ICALP, 1992.
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Figure 1: Automata for f (x; a; b); f (b; a; a); f (x; a; y)

The typical approach to fast pattern matching is to preprocess the patterns into a DFA-like
automaton that can rapidly select the patterns that match the input term. The main advantage
of such a matching automaton is that all pattern matches can be identi ed in a single scan (i.e.,
no backtracking) of portions of input term relevant for matching purposes and is done in time
that is independent of the number of patterns. Existing automaton-based approaches (as well
as the approach we present in this paper) do not handle non-linear patterns (i.e., patterns with
multiple occurrences of the same variable). This is because many applications use only linear
patterns; and even for those applications that permit non-linear patterns, it has been observed
that most failures are associated with symbol mismatches [4], which can be detected without
taking non-linearity into account.
Figure 1 shows a matching automaton constructed on the basis of a left-to-right traversal of
patterns. Each state of the automaton corresponds to the pre x of the input term seen in reaching
that state and is annotated with the set of patterns that can possibly match. For instance, state
s corresponds to having inspected the pre x f (b; a; x), where x denotes the subterm that has
not yet been examined. This state is annotated with the pattern set f1; 2; 3g since we cannot
rule out a match for any of the three patterns on the basis of the pre x f (b; a; x).
Pattern matching automata have been extensively studied for well over a decade. Christian
[4] obtained dramatic speedups in a Knuth-Bendix completion system by using an automaton for
unprioritized patterns based on left-to-right traversal. Graf [9] also describes a similar automaton
for unprioritized patterns. In functional programming, Augustsson [1, 2] and Wadler [26] describe
pattern matching techniques that are also based on left-to-right traversal, but do deal with
priorities.
The methods of Augustsson and Wadler are economical in terms of space usage, but may
reexamine symbols in the input term. In the worst case, these methods can degenerate to the
naive method of testing each pattern separately against the input term. In contrast, the methods
of Christian [4], Graf [9], and Schnoebelen [24] avoid reexamining symbols, but this is achieved
at the cost of increasing the space requirements. In fact, Graf and Schnoebelen show that the
upper bounds on the size of their automata are exponential.
One way to improve both space and matching time is to engineer a traversal order to suit
the set of patterns or the application domain. We refer to such traversals as adaptive traversals
and automata based on such traversals as adaptive automata. As traversal orders are no longer
xed a priori, an adaptive automaton must specify the traversal order. For instance, in the
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adaptive automaton shown in Figure 1, each state is labeled with the next argument position to
be inspected from that state. Adaptive traversal has the following advantages over a xed-order
of traversal such as left-to-right.

 The resulting automaton is usually smaller, e.g., the adaptive automaton in Figure 1 has

8 states compared to 11 in the left-to-right automaton. The reduction factor can even
become exponential.
 Pattern matching requires lesser time with adaptive traversals than xed-order traversals.
For example, the left-to-right automaton needs to inspect four symbols to announce a match
for pattern 1. The adaptive automaton inspects only a subset of these positions (three of
them) to announce the match. Examining unnecessary symbols is especially undesirable in
the context of lazy functional languages since it runs counter to the goals of lazy evaluation.

Unlike automata based on xed order of traversals, relatively very little is known about
designing automata based on adaptive traversals. There are a number of interesting questions
that arise in such a design. For instance, given a set of patterns how do we choose a traversal
order to realize the advantages mentioned above? Is it possible to select a traversal order that
improves space and matching time over automata based on xed-traversal orders? What are the
lower and upper bounds on space and matching time complexities of such automata? Finally, in
the context of functional programming, using arbitrary order of traversal for pattern matching
is inappropriate as it a ects the termination properties of the program. Given this constraint,
is it possible to internally change the traversal order in such a way that it does not a ect the
termination properties and at the same time realize the advantages of adaptive traversal? We
answer all these questions in this paper. In addition, we also solve some of the problems that
have remained open even in the context of left-to-right traversals. Such problems include

 Tight bounds on space and matching time complexity
 Impact of type discipline on the computational complexity of many problems that arise in
construction of matching automata
 Direct construction of optimal automata that shares equivalent states.

In the following section, we summarize our results.

1.1 Summary of Results
In section 2, we rst formalize the concept of adaptive traversal and its special case, xed
traversal orders. We then present a generic algorithm for building an adaptive automaton that
is parameterized with respect to the traversal order. Our generic algorithm is used as a basis
for the results presented in later sections. As mentioned before, our algorithms assume that the
patterns are linear, i.e., no variable in any pattern occurs more than once. The automaton can
still be used for non-linear patterns, but on reaching a nal state, we would have to check for
consistency of the substitutions for the di erent occurrences of the same variable.
In section 3, we present several techniques to synthesize traversal orders that can improve
space and matching time:
3

 We develop the important concept of a representative set which forms the basis of several

optimization techniques aimed at avoiding inspection of unnecessary symbols.
 We present several powerful strategies for synthesizing traversal orders. Through an intricate example, we show that they all can sometimes increase both space and matching
time.
 We then show that a strategy that inspects index positions whenever possible, does not
su er from the above drawback. Speci cally, we show that inspecting index positions
can only improve space and matching time of the automata. Huet and Levy[14] had
established the importance of index in the design of an optimal automaton (in the sense of
not seeing any unnecessary symbols) for strongly-sequential patterns. Our results extend
the applicability of indices even for patterns that are not strongly-sequential.
 Finally, we study synthesis of traversal orders that are appropriate for lazy functional
languages. In such languages, pattern-matching is closely coupled with evaluation in such
a way that the traversal order used for matching can a ect the termination properties of
the program. Therefore the programmer must be made aware of the traversal order T used
for matching. The question then is whether we can synthesize a traversal order that has
the same (or better) termination properties as T . In section 3.5, we show how to synthesize
such a traversal S (T ) that enables the programmer to assume T whereas an implementation
can bene t from signi cant improvements in space and time using the adaptive traversal
S (T ).
In section 4, we discuss the computational aspects of the strategies presented in section 3. Our
work clearly brings forth the impact of typing in pattern matching. We have shown that several
important problems in the context of pattern matching are unlikely to have ecient algorithms
in typed systems whereas we give polynomial time algorithms for them in untyped systems. In
particular:

 We present a quadratic-time algorithm for computing representative sets in untyped sys-

tems whereas we show that computing these sets is NP {complete for typed systems.
 In section 4.2 we focus on the important problem of index computation in prioritized systems. Laville [18], Puel and Suarez [23] have extended Huet-Levy's [14] index computation
algorithm to deal with priorities. However, all these algorithms require exponential time
in the worst case. In contrast, we show that indexes can be computed in polynomial-time
in the case of untyped systems.
 We also show that index computation in typed systems is co-NP?complete.
In section 5, we examine space and matching time complexity of the adaptive automata. We
show that the space requirements of the automata can be quite large by establishing the rst
known tight exponential lower bounds on size.
In section 6, we describe an orthogonal approach to space minimization based on directed
acyclic graph (dag) representation. By tightly characterizing the equivalent states of the adaptive
automata, we directly build their optimal dag representation. Since the unoptimized automaton
can be exponentially larger than the optimized one, a direct construction can use polynomial
space and time whereas a method that uses FSA minimization techniques may require exponential
4

time and space. As mentioned in [9], this important problem of direct construction had remained
open even for left-to-right traversals.
Finally, we conclude the paper in section 7 with a discussion of the various strategies presented
in the paper and how they can be combined to build ecient adaptive automata.

2 Preliminaries
In this section we develop the notations and concepts that will be used in the rest of this paper.
We also present a generic algorithm for construction of an adaptive automaton. This generic
algorithm forms the basis for the results presented in later sections.
We assume familiarity with the basic concept of a term. The symbols in a term are drawn from
a non-empty ranked alphabet  and a countable set of variables X . (The term arity is sometimes
used in the literature in place of rank.) We will use a; b; c; d and f to denote nonvariable symbols
and x; y and z (with or without subscripts and primes) to denote variables. We use ` ' to denote
unnamed variables. Each occurrence of ` ' denotes a distinct variable. Let root(t) denote the
symbol appearing at the root of a term t. In order to refer to subterms of a term, we develop
the following concept of a position :
1

De nition 1 (Position) A position is either
 the empty string  that reaches the root of the term, or
 p:i, where p is a position and i an integer, which reaches the i argument of the root of the
th

subterm reached by p.

If p is a position then the subterm of t reached by p is denoted by t=p. We use t[p s] to denote
the term obtained from t by replacing t=p by s. The set of variable positions in a term t is known
as the fringe of t. We illustrate these concepts using the term t = f (a(x); b(a(y); z)). Here,
t= = t; t=2 = b(a(y); z); t=2:1 = a(y) and t=2:2 = z. The term t[2 c] = f (a(x); c) is obtained
by replacing the second argument of f by (the term) c. The fringe of t is f1:1; 2:1:1; 2:2g.
A substitution is a mapping from variables to terms. Given a substitution , an instance
t of t is obtained by substituting (x) for every variable x in t. If t is an instance of u then
we say u  t and call u a pre x of t. The inverse of  relation is denoted by . For the
term t = f (a(x); b(y; z)) and the substitution that maps x to b(x0; x00); y to c and z to itself,
t = f (a(b(x0; x00)); b(c; z)).
We say that two terms t and s unify, denoted t " s, i they possess a common instance.
t t s denotes the least such instance in the ordering given by . For example, the terms t =
f (a(x); y) and s = f (x0; b(y0; z0)) possess common instances f (a(x00); b(y00; z00)); f (a(c); b(y00; z00));
f (a(x00); b(a(y00); z00)) etc. The least common instance t t s is the term f (a(x00); b(y00; z00)).
In the rest of the paper, we use L to denote the given set of patterns. (A pattern is simply a
term.) All patterns are assumed to be linear, i.e., no variable in them appears more than once.
Given such a set and the priority relationship among the patterns, we formalize the notion of
pattern matching as follows:
1

The terminology occurrence and path are sometimes used in the literature to denote the same concept.
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De nition 2 (Pattern Match) A pattern l 2 L matches u i l  u, and no l0 2 L with
priority greater than that of l uni es with u. If there is any l 2 L that matches u then we say
that there is a pattern match for u.

Note that this de nition di ers from the traditional notion of matching in that it takes priorities
into account. The traditional notion only requires that the term u be an instance of the pattern
l. Here, we also require that u not unify with a pattern of higher priority. The intuition behind
this requirement is that u actually denotes a pre x of the term t that is being inspected to
identify a match . If it uni es with a pattern of higher priority, then we may identify a match
for this higher priority pattern when we inspect some of the symbols below this pre x. Since we
cannot rule out a match for any higher priority pattern without inspecting the symbols below
u, we cannot declare a match for l. Also note that, by de nition of pattern match, when we do
identify a match for u, we can announce a match for t itself.
To illustrate the concept of a pattern match, consider once again the set of patterns in Figure
1. Only the rst pattern matches the term f (a; a; b). Note that no pattern matches the term
f (x; a; a) although it is an instance of the third pattern. This is because f (x; a; a) uni es with
the second pattern which has a higher priority over the third one.
Given a term u, we de ne its match set Lu , as the set of patterns that unify with u. Observe
that by de nition of pattern match, we can restrict ourselves to Lu if we are looking for a
match for any term with a pre x u. Furthermore, to identify a match, we can restrict ourselves
to inspection of only those fringe positions Fu wherein at least one of the patterns in Lu has
a nonvariable. In this context, some of the standard traversal orders such as depth- rst and
breadth- rst will also be modi ed to skip fringe positions that are not in Fu . For illustration of
these concepts, consider L = ff (x; a; b); f (x; a; a); f (x; a; y)g and u = f (x0; y0; a). In this case,
Lu = ff (x; a; a); f (x; a; y)g. Note that the only variable position in u where every pattern in Lu
has a variable is position 1, and so Fu = f2g.
In our search for ecient pattern-matching algorithms, we will need the following concept of
an index position which is a fringe position that must be inspected by any matching algorithm
to announce a match for a term. Formally,
2

De nition 3 (Index) A fringe position p for a pre x u is said to be an index with respect to a
pattern l i for every term t  u such that l matches t, t=p is a nonvariable. It is said to be an
index of u w.r.t. a set of patterns L i it is an index w.r.t. every l 2 L.
The notion of an index is closely related to the concept of sequentiality [15, 14]. One simple
example of an index is a fringe position of u where every pattern in Lu has a nonvariable.
Observe that such a position must be inspected to determine if the given term is an instance of
any of the patterns in Lu .
We now classify patterns depending on how they a ect the complexity of various problems
related to pattern matching. We rst classify based on whether more than one pattern can match
any given term.
2 The variables in denote unexamined positions in . We deliberately blur the distinction between a variable
and uninspected portions of a term. This is because, in linear terms, a variable simply stands for any arbitrary
term or unknown term. This correctly re ects our intuition that we have no knowledge of the term structure
below a variable in the pre x .
u

t

u
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De nition 4 (Ambiguous and Unambiguous Patterns) A set of patterns L is said to be
ambiguous whenever there is a term t such that more than one pattern matches it. Otherwise L
is unambiguous.

Our next classi cation is based on type discipline. In typed systems, the set of allowable input
terms are constrained by a type discipline. From a pattern-matching perspective, this constraint
takes the form that arguments to a function symbol f must be drawn from a speci c set of terms,
say, fT; F g. In this case, terms f (T; F ); f (F; T ); f (T; T ) and f (F; F ) are permissible (or welltyped) whereas f (2; T ) is not. In untyped systems, there are no restrictions on the arguments of
functions. For instance, the terms f (2; F ) and f (c; d) are valid input terms. (A more rigorous
treatment of types can be readily found in the literature, but is not developed here since the
results presented in this paper can be established based only on the simple distinction given
here.) The time and space complexity of many problems discussed in this paper will vary widely
based on whether the system is typed and also on whether it is ambiguous.
Next we de ne the notion of a traversal order. We call a traversal order top-down, if it visits
a node only after visiting its ancestors. Since we are interested only in identifying matches at
the root of the input term, we deal with only top-down traversals and not concern ourselves
with bottom-up traversals such as those used in [12]. Associated with any traversal order is a
characteristic function. This function speci es the position to be inspected after having inspected
a pre x u. For example, a left-to-right traversal has the following characteristic function. Having
visited a pre x u, this function chooses the leftmost position in Fu as the next position to visit.
Note that if the pre x visited is simply a variable (i.e., no symbols have been inspected yet),
then all traversal orders will specify the root position as the next one to inspect. We distinguish
xed and adaptive traversals using the following de nition.

De nition 5 (Adaptive and Fixed Traversals) An adaptive traversal is a top-down traversal wherein the position p 2 Fu next visited is a function of the pre x u and the set Lu . In a
xed traversal order p is simply a function of Fu .
By choosing the next position as a function of Lu , an adaptive traversal can adapt itself to the
given set of patterns. In contrast, a xed-order traversal always makes a xed choice from the
positions in Fu. For instance, a left-to-right traversal would always pick the left-most position in
Fu. A breadth- rst traversal would pick the left-most position among positions of least length
(i.e., the length of the integer string representing a position) from those in Fu . Having de ned

the notion of adaptive traversals, we now proceed to present a generic algorithm for building
adaptive automata.

2.1 Generic Algorithm to build Adaptive Automata
Figure 2 shows our algorithm Build for constructing an adaptive automaton. A state v of the
automaton remembers the pre x u inspected in reaching v from the start state. Suppose that p
is the next position inspected from v. Then there are transitions from v on each distinct symbol
c that appears at p for any l 2 Lu. There will also be a transition from v on 6= which will be
taken on inspecting a symbol di erent from those on the other edges leaving v. The symbol =
6
appearing at a position p denotes the inspection of a symbol in the input that does not occur at
7

Procedure Build(v; u)
1. Let M denote patterns that match u.
2. If M =
6  and 8 l 2 Lu 9l0 2 M such that priority(l0)  priority(l) then
3.
match[v] := M. / State announces a match for patterns in M /
4. else
5.
p = select(u) /
is a function to choose the next position to inspect /
6.
pos[v] = p / Next position to inspect is recorded in the
eld /
7.
for each symbol for which 9l 2 Lu with root(l=p) = c (for some nonvariable c) do
8.
create a new node vc and an edge from v to vc labeled c
9.
Build(vc; u[p c(y1; :::; yrank(c))])
10.
If 9l 2 Lu with a variable at p or at an ancestor of p then
11.
create a new node v6= and an edge from v to v6= labeled 6=
12.
Build(v6=; u[p 6=])
v

select

pos

Figure 2: Algorithm for constructing adaptive automaton.

p in any pattern in Lu . This implies that if a pre x u has a 6= at a position p then every pattern
that could potentially match an instance of u must have a variable at or above p.
There is an important distinction between Build and previously known algorithms (such as
that of Christian [4] and Huet-Levy[14]). Build is non-deterministic in that it does not specify
a selection function to specify the next position to visit. This non-determinism enables us to
reason about automaton construction without any reference to the traversal order used.
Procedure Build is recursive, and the automaton is constructed by invoking Build(s ; x)
where s is the start state of the automaton. Build takes two parameters: v, a state of the
automaton and u, the pre x examined in reaching v. The invocation Build(v; u) constructs the
subautomaton rooted at v. In line 2, the termination conditions are checked. By de nition
of pattern match, we need to rule out possible matches with higher priority patterns before
declaring a match for a lower priority pattern. Since the match set Lu contains all patterns that
could possibly match the pre x u, we simply need to check that each pattern in the match set is
either already in M or has a lower priority than some pattern in M.
If the termination conditions are not satis ed then the automaton construction is continued in
lines 5 through 12. At line 5, the next position p to be inspected is selected and this information
is recorded in the current state in line 6. Lines 7,8 and 9 create transitions based on each symbol
that could appear at p for any pattern in Lu. In line 9, Build is recursively invoked with the
pre x extended to include the symbols seen on the transitions created in line 8. If there is a
pattern in Lu with a variable at or above p then a transition on 6= is created at line 11 and Build
is recursively invoked at line 12. The recursive calls initiated at lines 9 and 12 together will
complete the construction of the subautomaton rooted at state v. Steps 10{12 will be skipped
in case of typed systems if we have created transitions at step 9 corresponding to every symbol
that can appear at the position p.
To illustrate the algorithm, consider the set of patterns shown in Figure 3. Pattern l has
a lower priority than any of the other patterns. There is no relationship among the priorities
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Figure 3: Adaptive automaton constructed by Build.

of l ; l and l . The automaton construction begins with the invocation Build(s ; x). Observe
that none of the patterns match the pre x x. Since the only fringe position in pre x x is ,
pos[s ] is set as . The state s is created at line 8 and the edge between s and s is labeled by
symbol f . Following this, a recursive call Build(s ; f (x; y; z)) is made at line 9. At line 2 of this
recursive call, we once again nd that no pattern matches f (x; y; z). Now assume that select at
line 5 returns 3. Note that all patterns have the same nonvariable symbol at position 3 and so
there is only one iteration of the loop at line 7. This results in invocation of Build(s ; f (x; y; b)).
Continuing this process, we obtain the automaton shown in Figure 3. The automaton has 25
states and each unlabeled state marked by s represents a subtree identical to that rooted at state
labeled by 1.
Procedure Build as given is inecient as it computes the sets Lu and M in each recursive call.
Moreover it manipulates positions, which are strings of integers. The rst source of ineciency
can be overcome easily by computing the match sets incrementally. To overcome the second
source of ineciency, positions can be encoded as integers in the range [1,S ], where S is the sum
of sizes of all patterns. A similar, but indirect technique is used in the context of compilation of
pattern-matching for functional programming languages [2, 22, 19].
1

2

0

3

0

1

0

1

1

2

3 Synthesizing Traversal Orders
Observe that Build does not specify the selection function. In this section we present several
techniques that can be used to construct the selection functions. These techniques can be either
used independently or combined together as appropriate.

3.1 Measuring Size and Matching Time
The primary objective of a selection function is to reduce the automaton size and/or the matching
time. Therefore it is important to know how we measure these quantities. A natural measure of
9

the size of an automaton is the number of states in it. However, this measure has the drawback
that minimization of total number of states is NP -complete, even for the simple case of patterns
with no variables [5]. This makes it impossible to develop ecient algorithms that build an
automaton of smallest size, unless P = NP . Even so, we would still like to show that certain
algorithms are always better than others for reducing the size. The usual way to do this is to
choose an alternative measure of size that is closely related to the original size measure, yet does
not have the drawback of NP-completeness of its minimization. A natural choice in this case is
the breadth of the automaton, which is related to the total number of states by at most a linear
factor. (In practice, however, the factor is typically much smaller: note that if every node in
the automaton has at least two children, then then the breadth is at least half as much as the
number of states.)
As for matching time, it is easy to de ne the time to match a given term using a given
automaton: it is simply the length of the path in the automaton from the root to the nal state
that accepts the given term. However, what we would like is a time measure that does not refer
to input terms. We could associate an average matching time with an automaton, but this would
require information that is not easily obtained: the relative frequencies with which each of the
paths in the automaton are taken . Therefore, instead of de ning a time measure that totally
orders the automata for a speci c distribution of input terms, we use the following measure that
partially orders them independent of the distribution. Let MT (s; A) denote the length of the
path in (automaton) A from the start state to the accepting state of the ground term s. (A
ground term is a term that contains no variables.) If s is not accepted by A then MT (s; A) is
unde ned.
3

De nition 6 Let A and A0 be two matching automata for L, and t be any term. We say that
A t A0, meaning that A is more ecient than A0 for matching instances of t, i for every
ground instance s of t, MT (s; A)  MT (s; A0).
A  A0 is a shorthand for A x A0, where x is a variable. Note that A  A0 means that A is

more ecient than A0 for matching every ground term.
When we need to get an idea of the work involved in matching various classes of patterns,
it is useful to associate a quantitative measure of matching time with automata. We do this by
rst identifying the best possible automaton for the given set of patterns (as given by the partial
order ) and computing the average root-to-leaf path length of this automaton. When multiple
minimal automata with di erent average root-to-leaf path lengths are possible, we will refrain
from giving a quantitative measure.

3.2 Representative Sets
In this section, we introduce the important concept of a representative set. This notion makes
use of the priorities among the patterns to eliminate those patterns from the match set for which
no matches can be found. This happens for a pre x u whenever a match for a lower priority
pattern implies a match for a higher priority pattern. For instance, consider the patterns in
Figure 3 and the pre x u = f ( ; a(b; ; b); ). Although Lu = fl ; l g, observe that a match for
1

4

It is possible to assume that all terms over  are equally likely and derive a matching time on this basis, but
such assumptions are seldom justi ed or useful in practice.
3
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l can be declared only if the 3 argument of f is b. In such a case we declare a match for
the higher priority pattern l . Inspecting any position only on behalf of a pattern such as l is
wasteful, e.g., inspection of position 1 for u is useless since it is irrelevant for declaring a match
for l . We can avoid inspecting such positions by considering the representative set instead of a
match set for a pre x u. A representative set is de ned formally as follows:
rd

4

1

4

1

De nition 7 A representative set Lu of a pre x u with respect to a set of patterns L is a minimal
subset S such that the following condition holds for every l in L.
8t  u (l matches t) ) 9l0 2 S [(l0 matches t) ^ (priority(l0)  priority(l))]
(1)
Using the de nition of pattern match and through simpli cation, we can derive the following
simpler condition equivalent to (1). Herein, we use the notation P (l) to denote the priority of
pattern l.

8t  (l t u) 9l0 2 S [(P (l0) > P (l)) ^ l0 " t] _ [(P (l0) = P (l)) ^ l0  t]

(2)
This condition captures our intuition about l that for any instance of u, either l does not match
the instance ( rst part of the disjunction) or the match can be \covered" by another pattern in
S (second part). Hence we refer to the property given by this condition as a cover property, and
any set S satisfying the property as a cover for L. A representative set is simply a minimal cover.
We make the following observation about the transitivity of the cover property: Observation 1:
If S is a cover for L and S is a cover for S then S is a cover for L.
Note that if the set L contains multiple patterns with equal priority, then there may be a
choice as to which of these patterns are retained in a representative set. Thus the de nition does
not always yield a unique representative set. Hence future references to Lu or representative set
refer to any one set that satis es the above de nition.
Laville's notion of accessible patterns [18] is similar to our notion of representative sets, but
is not a minimal set. Our contributions here are that the minimality enables us to develop more
ecient algorithms, and secondly, that we provide an algorithm for computing this set. The
de nition of accessible patterns in [18] does not yield such an algorithm and so it uses the notion
of compatible patterns (which corresponds to our match set Lu) in place of accessible patterns .
In the following section, we show how to design selection strategies using representative sets.
The algorithmic aspects of computing the representative sets will be discussed in section 4.
1

2

1

2

4

3.3 Greedy Strategies
In this section we present many strategies for implementing the function select at a node v of
the automaton. All these strategies select the next position based on local information such as
the pre x and the representative set associated with v or its children. Let p denote the next
position to be selected.
We can also use Lu in place of Lu in all the optimizations mentioned in this paper, but doing so may make the
optimizations less e ective. For instance, our algorithm for directly building optimal dag automata in section 6
will fail to identify some equivalent states if Lu is used in place of Lu .
4
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1. Select a p such that the number of distinct nonvariables at p, taken over all patterns in Lu
is minimized. This strategy attempts to minimize the size by local minimization of breadth
of the automata. It does not attempt to reduce matching time.
2. Select a p such that the number of distinct nonvariables at p, taken over all patterns in
Lu is maximized. The rationale here is that by maximizing the breadth, a greater degree
of discrimination is achieved. If we can quickly distinguish among the patterns, then the
(potentially) exponential blow-up can be contained. Furthermore, once we distinguish one
pattern from the others, we no longer inspect unnecessary symbols and so matching time
can also be improved.
3. Select a p such that the number of patterns having nonvariables at p is maximized. The
motivation for this strategy is that only patterns with variables at p are duplicated in the
representative sets of the descendents of the current state v of the automaton. By minimizing this number of patterns that are duplicated, we can contain the blow-up. Furthermore,
this choice minimizes the probability of inspecting an unnecessary position: it is a necessary
position for the most number of patterns.
4. Let L ; :::; Lr be the representative sets of the children of v. Select a p such that ri jLij
is minimized. Note that the main reason for exponential blow-up is that many patterns
get duplicated among the representative sets of the children of v. This strategy locally
minimizes such duplication (since ri jLij is given by the size of Lu plus the number of
number of patterns that are duplicated among the representative sets of the children states.)
For improving time, this strategy again locally minimizes the number of patterns for which
an unnecessary symbol is examined at each of the children of v.
1

=1

=1

All of the above greedy strategies su er from the drawback that:

Theorem 8 For each of the above strategies there exist pattern sets for which automata of
smaller size can be obtained by making a choice di erent from that given by the strategy.

Proof: It is quite straight forward to give an example for strategy 1 and we omit it here. For
strategies 2, 3 and 4 consider the following set of patterns with equal priorities:

f (a; a; ; ) f (b; ; a; ) f (c; ; ; a)
f ( ; b; b; b) f ( ; c; c; c) f ( ; d; d; d)
After inspecting the root, all these strategies will choose one of positions 2, 3 or 4. It can be
shown (by enumerating all possible matching automata for these patterns) that the smallest
breadth and number of states obtainable by this choice are 20 and 49 respectively. These gures
can be reduced to 15 and 45 respectively by choosing position 1.
The construction of this example is quite intricate. The key idea is to make each of the pattern
sets f1; 4; 5; 6g; f2; 4; 5; 6g and f3; 4; 5; 6g strongly-sequential whereas any set containing two of
the rst three patterns and one of the last three is not. Such a choice ensures that if a traversal
order rst inspects position 1 after the root position, then every subautomata below this state
5

5

In strongly-sequential systems, any pre x with jLuj  1 must have an index.
u
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Figure 4: Illustration of size and matching time reduction due to interchange step.
will match a set of strongly sequential patterns. Since optimal automata can be constructed
for such patterns, these subautomata can be of a small size. In contrast, any other choice of
position to inspect will result in match sets that are not strongly sequential, and hence lead to
subautomata that are larger in size.
The contrived nature of the example shows that although it is possible for these strategies to
fail, such failures may be rare. Even when they fail, as in the above example, they still appear to
be signi cantly better than xed order traversals. For instance, right-to-left traversal constructs
an automaton with breadth 30 and number of states 60. Left-to-right traversal reduces these
gures to 24 and 58, which is still more than that obtained by using any of the strategies 2,3
and 4.
Conceptually, the problems outlined above with regards to choice of next inspected position
arise in the context of minimizing matching time as well. However, since the de nition of 
does not permit us to compare arbitrary automata, such a result cannot be established without
making assumption about the distribution of input terms .
6

3.4 Selecting Indices
We now propose another important local strategy that does not su er from the drawbacks of the
greedy strategies discussed in the previous section. The key idea is to inspect the index positions
in u whenever they exist. We show that this strategy yields automata of smaller (or same) size
and superior (or same) matching time than that obtainable by any other choice. The importance
of index was known only in the context of strongly-sequential systems. Our result demonstrates
its applicability to patterns that are not strongly-sequential also.
Consider the two automata shown in Figure 4. The second automaton is obtained from
the rst by interchanging the order in which positions 1 and 2 are visited. Observe that by
inspecting the index position 2 before the non-index position 1, the second automaton improves
the space requirements. It also requires less time to identify a match since each path in the second
automaton examines only a subset of the positions examined in the corresponding path(s) in the
rst automaton. The following theorem formalizes the interchange operation and outlines its
bene ts.
One must not, however, conclude our choice of  is inappropriate for comparing matching times. As mentioned
before, it is essentially the only way to compare matching time when we have no knowledge of the distribution of
input terms.
6
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Figure 5: Automaton before and after an interchange step.

Theorem 9 Let v be a state in an automaton B , the pre x corresponding to v be u and pos[v] =

p. If q is an index of u such that pos[w] = q for every child w of v then we can obtain an
automaton B 0 from B by interchanging the order of inspection of p and q in such a way that
jB 0j  jB j and B 0  B .

Proof: First we describe the construction of B 0 from B . Let A be the subautomaton of B that

is rooted at v and u be the pre x that has been inspected in reaching v. The construction of B 0
takes place in two steps.

Step 1: Interchange the order of inspection of positions p and q, without changing any other part
of the automaton, as shown in Figure 5. In this gure a1; : : : ; am are all the symbols that
appear at q in any pattern in Lu . Similarly, b1; :::; bk are all the symbols that appear at p for
any pattern in Lu . Note bk is 6= if some pattern in Lu has a variable at or above q. It is also
possible for am to be 6=. Also note that some of the states rij may not be present because
no pattern in Lu has a bi at p and aj at q. Such rij 's denote empty subautomata. Note that
the pre x inspected at rij is the same in the automaton before and after the interchange.
Hence the structure of the subautomata rooted at an rij are also identical before and after
the interchange. Consequently, it is possible to perform the above interchange in the order
of inspection of p and q.
Step 2: Replace each s0i that satis es the following condition by ri1 .

8l 2 Lprefix s l=p is a variable
(

0

i

)

where the notation prefix(s0i) is used to denote the pre x inspected on reaching the state s0i
of the automaton. States such as s0i that satisfy the above condition can exist whenever p is
not an index. When this condition is satis ed, all the subautomata rooted at r i ; r i; : : : ; rmi
that are below s0i will be identical and the position p need not be inspected at all. Therefore,
in the second step, we replace such s0i by r i.
1

2

1

This completes the construction of B 0. We now show that jB 0j  jB j. This is easy to see. Step
1 does not change the breadth of the automaton (which is our measure of size) and Step 2 can
only reduce the breadth.
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To show that B 0  B , we proceed as follows. The construction above (steps 1 and 2) induces
a mapping I from the nal states in B to nal states in B 0 (which are a subset of nal states in
B ). For a nal state v in B , its image v0 = I (v ) in B 0 is de ned as follows:
1

1

1

Case 1: v1 is a descendent of an rij such that the state s0i was eliminated (by replacing it with ri1 )
in step 2 of the construction: By remarks made in step 2, rij are identical for 1  j  m.
This identity de nes a natural correspondence between nal states in an rij and nal states
in ri1. We take I (v1) in this case to be the corresponding state within ri1.
Case 2: Otherwise, (i.e., not case 1), v1 appears unchanged in B 0 and so we take I (v1) = v1.

Now, consider any term s for which a match is announced by B and let v be the nal state
reached. It is easy to see that the state I (v ) will be reached when B 0 is used for matching s.
Moreover, the positions examined on the path to I (v ) is a subset of those inspected in reaching
v . By de nition of , this implies that B 0  B .
Observe that the above theorem can be used only if all children of v inspect the same index
position q. However even if some children of v inspect position q0 other than q, still it is possible
to globally rearrange the automaton to inspect q at v, and thus achieve the bene ts of inspecting
the index position early. This is because q is an index position and hence must be inspected
before declaring a match. Therefore it will appear in each path from v to any accepting state in
the subautomaton rooted at v.
1

1

1

1

Theorem 10 Let v be a state in an automaton B , u be the pre x corresponding to v and pos[v] =

p. If q is an index of u then we can obtain another matching automaton B 0 from B by replacing
its subautomaton A rooted at v by another (sub)automaton A0 such that jB 0j  jB j and B 0  B .
Proof: We construct B 0 by repeating the interchange operation. The proof that B 0 can be so
obtained is by straight forward induction on the height of the subautomaton A.
Although the theorem only asserts that size and matching time of A0 is no larger than that
of A, Figure 4 shows that they can be strictly smaller for A0. We remark that by repeating the
interchange steps as above, size can sometimes be reduced by as much as an exponential factor
and time by O(n), where n is the number of patterns.
We point out that the interchange operations mentioned above constitute merely a proof
technique; they play no part at all in the actual construction of the automaton. In the actual
construction, the same e ect is obtained simply by modifying the selection function to inspect
indices whenever possible.

3.5 Adaptive Traversal Orders for Lazy Functional Languages
In lazy functional languages, evaluation (of input terms) is closely coupled with pattern-matching.
Speci cally, a subterm of the input term is evaluated only when its root symbol needs to be
inspected by the pattern-matcher. If there are subterms whose evaluation does not terminate,
then an evaluator that uses an algorithm that identi es matches without inspection of such
subterms can terminate, whereas use of algorithms that do inspect such subterms will lead
to non-termination. Since the set of positions inspected to identify a match is dependent on
the traversal order used, the termination properties also depend upon the traversal order. In
15

order to make sure that the program terminates on input terms of interest to the programmer,
the programmer (sometimes) has to reason about the traversal order used. In particular, the
programmer can code his/her program in such a way that (for terms of interest to him/her)
the pattern-matcher will inspect only those subterms whose evaluation will terminate. This
implies that the programmer must be made aware of the traversal order used even before the
program is written | thereby ruling out synthesis of arbitrary traversal orders at compile time.
Given this constraint on preserving termination properties, a natural question is whether the
traversal order can be \internally changed" by the compiler in a manner that is transparent to
the programmer. Speci cally, given a traversal order T that is assumed by the programmer,
our goal is to synthesize a new traversal order S (T ) such that any evaluation algorithm that
terminates with T will also do so with S (T ). We devise such a traversal order in this section.

3.5.1 Preliminaries
We rst tighten our original de nition of a traversal so as to capture the important aspect of
determinacy in the order in which various positions visited.
Condition 1 (Monotonicity) Suppose that a traversal order T selects p as the next position
to be visited for a pre x u. T is said to be monotonic i for any pre x u0  u, the following
condition holds: If u0=p is a variable and l=p is a nonvariable in some l 2 Lu then the traversal
once again selects p.
Monotonic traversals include most known traversal orders such as depth- rst and breadthrst, as well as variations of these without left-to-right bias. An example of a traversal that is
not monotonic is given by the following select function:
0

select(f (x; y; z)) = 1
select(f (x; a; z)) = 3

(3)
(4)

We also require that the selection function make its decision only based portions of the pre x
that are \relevant," as given below.
Condition 2 Let u and u be two pre xes with identical representative sets. Suppose that the
pre xes di er only in subterms appearing at positions where every pattern in this representative
set has a variable. Then the selection function must choose the same position to inspect for u
and u .
Clearly, the symbols appearing at such positions are irrelevant for determining a match { and
consequently irrelevant for selecting which positions to inspect next. Therefore we require that
the selection function choose the same position to inspect for u and u in such a case. Henceforth,
we consider only selection functions that satisfy the above two conditions.
Given a monotonic traversal T , we de ne S (T ) as follows:
1

2

1

2

1

2

De nition 11 S (T ) is any traversal order characterized by the following selection function for

any pre x u:

 If u has indices then arbitrarily choose one of them.
 Otherwise, choose the position that would be selected by T .
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3.5.2 Size and Matching Time Improvement using S (T )
Let B be a matching automaton that uses traversal order T . We will now show that any
automaton B 0 using S (T ) can be constructed from B through the interchange operations of
Theorem 9 and 10. It then follows from Theorem 10 that S (T ) improves space and matching time
requirements over an automaton using T . Also note that (as established in proof of Theorem 9)
after the interchange step, each path in the new automaton examines a subset of the positio ns
examined in the corresponding path in the old automaton. Therefore, a lazy evaluation algorithm
based on the new automaton will terminate in every case when the algorithm terminated with
the old automaton.
For the proof that the interchange operations lead to an automaton using S (T ), we need to
go back to the construction in Figure 5. Recall that v is a state in B corresponding to a pre x
u with pos[v] = p, and for every child w of v, pos[w] is an index position q. Let B 0 be the
automaton obtained by interchanging the order of inspection of p and q. To relate the traversal
orders used in B and B 0, we de ne the following correspondence mapping C from each state v0
of B 0 that inspects a non-index position to a set of states in B .
0

0

Case 0: v 0 = v: Since v inspects an index in B 0, C (v) need not be de ned.
Case 1: either v 0 is not a descendent of v, or v 0 is a descendent of a state rij such that the state
s0i was not eliminated in step 2: It is clear that in this case, the state appears unchanged
in B and so C (v0) = fv0g.
Case 2: v 0 = s0i for some i such that s0i was not eliminated in step 2: Then C (v 0 ) = fvg.
Case 3: v 0 is a descendent of an ri1 such that s0i was eliminated by step 2 of the construction:
Since ri1; :::; rim are identical in this case, there is a natural one-to-one correspondence
between states in rij and those in ri1. C (v0) in this case will be the set of all the states in
ri1; :::; rim that correspond to v0 in this manner.

We make the following observations about the mapping C .

Observation 12 For every v0 in B 0 that examines a non-index position
8s 2 C (v0) pos[v0] = pos[s]
Although this observation shows that the positions inspected in corresponding states are identical,
it does not imply any thing about the traversal orders used, since no assertion is made about
the pre xes inspected at these states. To establish a relationship between the selection functions
used in B and B 0, we show

Lemma 13 Let B 0 be an automaton obtained by performing one interchange step on B . Let v0

be any state in B 0 that examines a non-index position. Also let sel be the selection function used
in B in any state that does not choose an index to inspect next, i.e., for any state s in B with
pos[s] not an index of prefix(s), sel(prefix(s)) = pos[s]. Then

pos[v0] = sel(prefix(v0))
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Proof: The proof is by analysis of each of the cases de ning C . In case 1, the pre x inspected
at v0 is identical to that inspected at the (only) state s in C (v0). Thus pos[v0] = pos[s] =
sel(prefix(s)) = sel(prefix(v0)). In case 2, it is easy to see that for the only element v in C (v0),
prefix(v0) = prefix(v)[q ai(x1; :::xrank(a ))] for some symbol ai. Also note that prefix(v0)=p
is a variable since p has not been inspected in reaching v0. In addition, it is not possible for
every pattern in Lprefix(v ) to have a variable at or above p { in such a case, the state v0 would
have been eliminated by step 2 of our construction. These facts, together with monotonicity,
imply that p = sel(prefix(v0)) = sel(prefix(v)) = pos[v] = pos[v0]. In case 3, let s be any state
in C (v0). It is easy to see (by step 2 of construction) that prefix(s) is identical to prefix(v0)
in all positions except p. Moreover, by criteria for applying step 2 of construction of B 0, every
pattern l 2 Lprefix(v ) has a variable at or above p. Therefore the symbol at p is irrelevant for
pattern matching. By condition 2 on selection function, sel(prefix(v0)) must be the same as
sel(prefix(s)) = pos[s] = pos[v0].
We now extend the lemma 13 so that it holds for arbitrary number of interchange steps
between B and B 0.
i

0

0

Lemma 14 Let B 0 be an automaton obtained by performing zero or more interchange steps on

B . Let v0 be any state in B 0 that examines a non-index position. Also let sel be the selection
function used in B in any state that does not choose an index to inspect next, i.e., for any state
v in B with pos[v ] not an index of prefix(v ), sel(prefix(v )) = pos[v ]. Then
pos[v0] = sel(prefix(v0))
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Proof: By simple induction on the number of interchange steps used to obtain B 0 from B0 .

Lemma 15 Let T be a monotonic traversal order. Any automaton using S (T ) can be obtained
by performing the interchange operations on an automaton that uses T .

Proof: Let B0 be an automaton that uses traversal order T . Use the construction outlined
in Lemmas 13 and 14 repeatedly on the automaton B0 to obtain another automaton B 0 that
examines indices as early as possible. In this automaton B 0 (see proof of Lemma 14), if a state
v0 in B 0 does not inspect an index position then it inspects the position speci ed by selection
function used in B0, i.e., a position given by the traversal order T . By De nition 11, this means
that B 0 uses S (T ), so we need only show that the above construction can be used to obtain
an automaton for any traversal order that follows De nition 11. Note that, given a T , S (T ) is
uniquely determined, except for the order in which index positions are inspected. Clearly, all
possible permutations of such positions can be obtained using the interchange operation. Thus,
any automaton that follows De nition 11 can be obtained through interchange operations from
B0.

Theorem 16 Let T be a monotonic traversal. Size and matching time can never become worse

if S (T ) is used in place of T . Moreover, each path in the automaton using S (T ) examines a
subset of the positions examined on the corresponding path in T .

Proof: Since the interchange operations can only improve space and matching time, the rst part
of the theorem is immediate. For the second part, note that, by construction of the interchange
18

operation, the positions inspected on a root-to-leaf path in the automaton after the interchange
is a subset of those positions inspected before the interchange.
We remark that the subset property ensures that any evaluation algorithm that terminates
with traversal order T will terminate if S (T ) is used in place of T .

4 Computational Aspects
In order to implement the selection function described in the previous section we must develop
an algorithm to compute the representative set. Similarly we must have a method to identify
indices of a pre x to incorporate space and matching time optimizations. In the following we
discuss the algorithmic aspects of these problems.

4.1 Computing Representative Sets
We now present an ecient procedure for computing representative sets in untyped systems.
Procedure computeRepSet(u; Lu )
1. L0 := Lu
2. While 9l1; l2 2 L0 [(l1 6= l2) ^ (l1 t u  l2) ^ (priority (l2 )  priority (l1))] do
3.
delete l1 from L0

Theorem 17 Procedure computeRepSet computes the representative set of u in O(nS ) time
for untyped systems, where n is the number of patterns in Lu and S the sum of sizes of these
patterns.
Proof: The time complexity result can be readily established, so we focus only on correctness.
We rst establish that L0 is a cover by inducting on the number of times the loop at lines
2{3 is executed. In the base case L0 = Lu is obviously a cover. For the induction step, let
L and L denote the values of L0 before and after the deletion of l. By induction hypothesis
and transitivity of the cover property, we need only show that L is a cover for L . Given the
condition at line 2 of the algorithm, it is easy to see that the cover condition (2) on page 11 holds
with l = l ; l0 = l ; L = L and S = L .
We now prove by contradiction that the set L0 returned by computeRepSet is a minimal
cover. Assume that it is not, so there must be an l 2 L0 that can be deleted without a ecting
the cover property. This assumption means that for every t  l t u, the body of condition (2)
holds with l0 =
6 l. Now consider the term t obtained by instantiating all variables in l t u by =6 .
By construction of t, if any pattern l0 uni es with t it must be the case that t  l0, and ltu  l0.
Thus the body of condition (2) implies that 9l0 2 L0 [(priority(l0)  priority(l)) ^ (l0  l t u)].
1

2

2

1

2

1

1

2

This being the condition tested at line 2 of the algorithm, such an l would not have been present
in L0 { a contradiction.
The proof of minimality hinges on the ability to obtain a term by instantiating variables with
6=. This is not always possible in a typed system since the term obtained by instantiating in
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this manner may violate the type discipline. Therefore, in typed systems, the above procedure
computes a cover that is not necessarily minimal. In fact the following theorem shows that we are
unlikely to have ecient procedures for computing a minimal cover (i.e., Lu ) in typed systems.
Theorem 18 Computing Lu is NP {complete for typed systems.
Proof: The problem of computing Lu , when posed as a decision problem, takes the form \Does
l 2 Lu ?" By de nition of representative set, this problem is equivalent to determining if there
exists a term t (subject to the type discipline) such that the following condition holds:
(t  u) ^ (t  l) ^ (8l0 (priority(l0) > priority(l)) ) t"6 l0)
It is easy to see that this problem is in NP since we need only guess a term t and check that it
conforms to the type discipline, and that it is an instance of u and l but does not unify with any
l0 of higher priority. All these can clearly be accomplished in polynomial time. To show that the
problem is NP{complete, we will reduce the satis ability problem (SAT [8]) to identifying such
a t.
Let ' = ' ^    ^ 'n be an instance of satis ability problem where 'i is a disjunct of
literals of the form z or :z, z 2 fz ; : : :; zmg. We transform this into an instance of determining
whether a pattern belongs to Lu. Consider a (function) symbol f taking m + 1 arguments and
constrained by a type discipline such that each of these arguments must be either a or b. Assume
that f is de ned using the following n + 1 patterns l ; :::; ln with textual order priority, i.e.,
priority(li) > priority(li ) for 1  i  n. ln is of the form f (a; y ; :::; ym). For 1  i  n,
li = f (y ; si ; :::; sim), where sij for 1  j  m is given by
sij = a;
if zi appears in 'i
(5)
i
sj = b;
if :zi appears in 'i
(6)
i
sj =
otherwise.
(7)
Now consider the problem of checking if there is an instance of u = f (x ; :::; xm) that does not
unify with any of the rst n patterns. (This will determine if the (n +1) pattern belongs to the
representative set for the pre x f (x ; :::; xm).) Suppose that there is such an instance t = u.
Consider the following truth assignment T derived from t:
zj = false;
if (xj ) = a
(8)
(9)
zj = true;
otherwise, i.e., (xj ) = b or (xj ) = :
Since t = u does not unify with li for 1  i  n, we know that there exists some sij such that
either sij = a 6= (xj ) = b, or sij = b 6= (xj ) = a. In the former case, zj appears in 'i (by
(5)) and zj is set to true (by (9)) and hence 'i is satis ed. In the latter case, :zj appears in
'i (by (6)) and zj is set to false (by (8)) and hence 'i is once again satis ed. Since the above
argument holds for 1  i  n, we have constructed a solution for SAT.
Now we show that whenever the input to SAT problem is satis able, ln 2 Lu . Suppose
that T is a truth assignment that satis es '. Consider the following substitution  such that
(x ) = a and for other xj , 1  j  m,  is given by:
(xj ) = b;
if zj = true in T
(10)
(xj ) = a;
otherwise.
(11)
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Since T satis es 'i for 1  i  n, it must be the case that either there is a zj in 'i that is set to
true by T , or there a :zj in 'i such that zj is set to false by T . In the former case, it is easy
to see that sij = a (by (5)) and (xj ) = b by (10) and hence t = u does not unify with li. In
the latter case, sij = b and (xj ) = a and so t once again does not unify with li. Moreover, since
(x ) = a, t  ln and thus we can answer \yes" to the question of whether ln 2 Lu .
0

+1

+1

4.2 Index Computation
Recall that an index for a pre x u is a position on its fringe that must be inspected to announce a
match for any pattern in Lu (or Lu). In the absence of priorities, the indices of l are exactly those
fringe positions wherein l has a nonvariable. With priorities, however, we may have to inspect
positions wherein l has a variable in order to rule out a match for higher priority patterns. To
identify these variable positions (that are indices) Laville [17] proposed an indirect method. In
this method the prioritized patterns are rst transformed into an equivalent set of unprioritized
patterns, and then indices are identi ed using this set. Speci cally, for each pattern l, the
transformation generates a set Ml of its instances (called minimally extended patterns) that are
not instances of any higher priority pattern. For typed systems, Sonly those instances that observe
the type discipline are generated. The transformed system is l2L Ml. Now
the indices w.r.t.
the prioritized patterns are identical to those w.r.t. the unprioritized set Sl2L Ml.
Puel and Suarez [23] developed a compact representation for the sets Ml based on the notion
of constrained terms. A constrained term is of the form ftj'g, where t is a term and ' is a
constraint obtained by combining atomic constraints of the form s 6= s using conjunction and
disjunction. The semantics of constrained terms is given by rst regarding a term t with variables
as denoting the set I (t) of its instances. Terms that satisfy the atomic constraint s 6= s must
belong to the set I (s ) ?I (s ). A constraint ' _ is satis ed by all (and only) terms that satisfy
either ' or . Similarly, the constraint ' ^ is satis ed by all (and only) terms that satisfy '
as well as . (We assume that a collection of atomic formulas used to construct a constraint do
not share variables ). Henceforth we use several methods to simplify constrained terms. These
methods are quite intuitive and their correctness readily follows from the above semantics. (For
a more formal treatment of constrained terms, see [23].)
Using constrained terms the set Ml can be represented compactly as
1

2

1

1

2

2

7

flj(l 6= l ) ^    ^ (l 6= lk)g
1

where l ; : : : ; lk are all the patterns with priority greater than l. Since it is not apparent how
indices can be computed when constraints are of this form, Puel and Suarez rst transform
this constrained term so that all the constraints are on variables in l. This yields a formula in
conjunctive normal form (CNF), which is then converted to an equivalent constraint in disjunctive
normal form (DNF). In the DNF form, indices can be easily picked: a variable x is an index for
a pattern l if a constraint on x appears in every conjunction in the DNF. The above conversion
of the constraint on a pattern l from CNF to DNF is very expensive and can take O(jljn ) time
in the worst case. Therefore Puel and Suarez's algorithm, which is based on such a conversion,
has exponential time complexity for both typed and untyped systems. Laville's algorithm is also
1

This is to prevent having constraints such as 6= ( ) ^ 6= (which shares a variable between two
constraints) that will complicate the development of the materials in the rest of the section.
7
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exponential since the size of the set of minimally extended patterns can be exponential in the
size of the original patterns. In contrast, we now present the rst polynomial-time algorithm for
untyped systems that operates directly on the original patterns.

4.3 Algorithm for Index Computation in Untyped Systems
The index for a pre x is computed in two steps. First we compute the set of indices of the
pre x w.r.t. each of the constrained patterns in Lu individually. The intersection of the sets thus
computed yields the indices of the pre x w.r.t. Lu . We compute the indices of a pre x u w.r.t.
to a single constrained pattern l as follows:
Let l ; l ;    ; lk be the patterns in Lu that have priority over l and also unify with l. Following
two steps specify the indices of u w.r.t. l.
1

2

1. Each variable position p in u such that l=p is a nonvariable.
2. Each variable position p in u such that l=p is a variable and p is the only position to be
instantiated in l t u to determine (or rule out) a match for some higher priority pattern lj .
More formally, there is a term s such that (l t u)[p s] = lj .
We now illustrate how to use above two steps on the following patterns (with textual order
priority) and the pre x u = f (x; y; z).

l = f (a; b; c)
l = f (a; ; )
l = f ( ; ; c)
1

2

3

Observe that x; y and z are all indices of l by step 1. The only index for l is x by step 1, since
step 2 does not yield any additional indices. This is because l t u = f (a; y; z), and neither y
nor z is the only variable whose instantiation can eliminate the match for l . Hence they do not
satisfy the conditions in rule 2. For l , z is an index by step 1. In step 2, l t u = f (x; y; c), and
comparing it with the higher priority pattern l , we nd that x is the only variable that needs to
be instantiated to rule out a match with l . Therefore x is an index by step 2. The intersection
of all these positions is x which is therefore an index for u. Note that this method takes O(nS )
time to compute all indices.
We remark that a similar algorithm was suggested by Laville as a heuristic for fast index
computation. However, the question of the power (or completeness) of the heuristic is not
addressed at all. In contrast we show:
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Theorem 19 The algorithm for computing indices in untyped systems is sound and complete.
Proof: Soundness of step 1 is obvious. For soundness of step 2, note that (l t u)[p s] = lj ,
and also that (by de nition of pattern match) t  (l t u) and t does not unify with lj . From

these facts, it follows that t=p does not unify with s, which means that t=p is a nonvariable.
For completeness, we need to show that if a position p in u is not selected by steps 1 or 2
then it is not an index of l 2 Lu . This is accomplished by giving a term t such that l matches
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t, yet t=p is a variable. The term t is obtained by instantiating all the variables in l t u, except
the variable at p, by the symbol 6=. Let l ; :::; lk be all the patterns in Lu with priority higher
than that of l. We now show that l matches t. Since t  l, we need only show that t does not
unify with any of l ; :::; lk. We prove this by contradiction. Assume that t uni es with lj . Since
6= is not present in any pattern, the only way t can unify with lj is if lj has variables at all the
fringe positions of l t u except possibly p. But lj =p cannot be a variable as l 2 Lu (otherwise
(l t u)  lj ) l 62 Lu by the condition on line 2 of algorithm computeRepSet). Therefore lj =p
must be a nonvariable. Now note that lj has a variable in all fringe positions of l t u except p,
thereby satisfying the requirement in step 2. This means that p would have been chosen as an
index by step 2 of the above algorithm, but it is not { a contradiction.
1

1

4.4 Index Computation in Typed Systems
Unfortunately, computing indices for typed system is very hard. Although the method we developed for untyped system is sound, it is not complete for typed systems. In fact, it is very
unlikely that we have polynomial time algorithms for computing indices in typed systems. The
intuitive reason behind this complexity gap between typed and untyped systems can be explained
by drawing the following analogy. Observe that, in the Puel and Suarez's approach, the literals
in constraints generated are all of the form x 6= t where x is a variable and t an arbitrary term.
Such constrained terms are analogous to boolean formulas with only negative literals and hence
are trivially satis able (by a truth assignment that assigns false to every literal). Similarly
index computation is simple in untyped systems. However, in typed systems, there are implicit
positive constraints introduced by the type discipline. Thus we have a constraint that contains
both positive and negative literals. Such a constrained term is analogous to a boolean formula
with both positive and negative literals and satis ability problem now becomes harder.

Theorem 20 Index computation for typed systems is co-NP complete.
Proof: The index selection problem, when posed as a decision problem, takes the form \Does u
possess an index w.r.t. pattern set L?" To show that this problem is in co-NP , we need to show

that the problem of deciding whether u has no index is in NP . To do this, let p ; :::; pr be the
set of fringe nodes of u. We rst guess r instances t ; :::; tr of u such that ti=pi is a variable for
1  i  r. Then we verify that (at least) one pattern in L matches each ti and if so we declare
that u has no index. All this can clearly be accomplished in polynomial time and hence the
problem of determining whether u does not possess an index is in NP and so the index selection
problem is in co-NP .
To show that the problem is co-NP {complete, we reduce the complement of satis ability to
this problem. Let ' ^    ^ 'n be an instance of satis ability problem where 'i is a disjunct
of literals of the form x or :x, x 2 fx ; : : :; xmg. We transform this into an index computation
problem as follows. Consider the following system consisting of n +1 patterns, with textual order
priority. The root of each pattern is labeled by a (m + 1) arity function symbol f (which once
again stands for the common pre x shared by all the patterns). The last m arguments of f are
of a type that consists of nonvariables drawn from the set fa; bg. The (n + 1) pattern is of
the form f (x ; x ; :::; xm). To specify the rst n patterns, let t ; :::; tn be terms that do not unify
with each other. Also assume that there is a term t of the same type as t ; :::; tn which does not
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unify with any of these terms. Now we specify the i pattern (for 1  i  n) as f (ti; s ; ::; sm),
where sj is a or b depending upon whether xj or :xj occurs in 'i. If neither occur in 'i then
sj is a variable. Observe that the size of this pattern set is polynomial in the size of ' ; :::; 'n.
With this construction, we will now show that determining whether f (x ; :::; xm) possesses an
index is equivalent to determining whether ' ^    ^ 'n is not satis able.
First we transform the above pattern set into a set of constrained patterns. Following the
transformation the (n + 1) pattern becomes
th
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ff (x ; :::; xm)j(x 6= t _ ' ) ^    ^ (x 6= tn _ 'n)g
Here we have slightly abused the notation in replacing xj =
6 a by xj and xj 6= b (i.e. xj = a by
type discipline) by :xj . We now show that x is not an index of the above constrained term i
' ^   ^ 'n is satis able. Suppose that ' ^    ^ 'n is satis ed by a truth assignment T . Then
each 'i is satis ed by T . Consider the instance of the term f (x ; t ; :::; tm), where ti is b or a
respectively, depending upon whether T (xi) is false or true. Clearly, this term is an instance of
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the constrained term, yet x is a variable in it { which means that x is not an index. For proving
the converse, suppose that x is not an index, i.e., there is an instance of the constrained term
that does not instantiate x . Then, the substitutions for each x ; :::; xm must satisfy ' through
'n. This implies that ' ^    ^ 'n must be satis able, thus completing the proof.
Since the index computation algorithm is very hard in general, we need to examine heuristics
that can speed up the process in most cases. Two such heuristics are described in [25].
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5 Space and Matching Time Complexity
We now examine upper and lower bounds on the space and matching time complexity of adaptive
tree automata for several classes of patterns. Since the traversal order itself is a parameter here,
we rst need to clarify what we mean by upper and lower bounds. By an upper bound, we refer
to an upper bound obtained by using the best possible traversal for a set of patterns, i.e., a
traversal that minimizes space (or time, as the case may be). The rationale for this de nition is
that for every set of patterns, there exist traversal orders that can result in the worst possible
time or space complexity. Clearly, it is not interesting to talk about the upper bound on size
of the automaton obtained using such a (deliberately chosen) non-optimal traversal order. Our
lower bounds refer to the lower bounds obtained for any possible traversal order.
Figure 6 summarizes our results. The proof on upper bound on space follows from the result
of [24]. Since a left-to-right traversal is simply a special case of an adaptive traversal, the Q
fact that
there always exists a left-to-right traversal order with an automaton size less than O( ni jlij)
implies the existance of an adative traversal with these bounds. We now present the details of
lower bound proofs. The space bounds given in this section are all independent of the traversal
order and are established using at patterns that all have a root symbol f with arbitrarily large
arity. For the purposes of building either the smallest size automaton or one that does matching
in the shortest possible time, at patterns are equivalent to a set of patterns having a common
pre x u whose fringe size equals arity of f . This is because every position within the common
pre x u will be an index and hence by theorem 10, an automaton of smallest size (and matching
time) can be obtained by rst visiting all these positions. The structure of the automaton after
=1
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Class of Patterns
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(S )
S
Ambiguous
( n? ) O( ni jlij)
(S )
S
Notation
li : i pattern
n : Number of Patterns
S : Total number of nonvariable symbols in patterns
: Average number of nonvariable symbols in patterns
Figure 6: Space and matching time complexity of adaptive automata.
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Figure 8: Matrices representing Lu for states
Figure 7: Example Matrix for n = 4
reached by transitions on a and b.
this pre x is examined will be identical to that obtained for at patterns after visiting the root
symbol.
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5.1 Unambiguous, Unprioritized Patterns

Consider a set of n at patterns from the alphabet ff; a; bg and variables. Since all at patterns
have the same root symbol f , we need only specify the arguments. Therefore the n patterns are
represented by a matrix of n rows, where the i row lists the arguments of f in the i pattern.
Each column has at most one occurrence of a, at most one occurrence of b and the rest are all
` 's. For each pair of patterns l and l0, there is at least one column wherein l and l0 have di erent
nonvariables and so the system is unambiguous. Figure 7 shows such a matrix that represents
the four patterns f (a; a; a; ; ; ; a); f (b; ; ; a; a; ; ); f ( ; b; ; b; ; a; ), f ( ; ; b; ; b; b; ). Note
that each row in the matrix contains O(n ) elements, and so the size of the matrix is O(n ).
In order to simplify the proof in this case, we will consider only those parts of the automaton
reachable without following any 6= transition. Let P (n) denote an instance of a problem with n
such patterns. Denote by S (n) the size of the smallest automaton for matching P (n). Suppose
that the automaton chooses some position p (which will simply be a column in the matrix) to
inspect. Now there are two cases to consider, depending upon whether one or two patterns have
a nonvariable at p.
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th

3

Case 1: Column p contains only one nonvariable: It is clear in this case that on a positive
transition (i.e., transition on inspecting an a or b), we will be once again left with the same
Lu without any reduction in the problem size. This is because the resultant problem is
represented by the matrix obtained by deleting column p from the original matrix. The
matrix so obtained still represents a problem of size n. For instance, in Figure 7 if we
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choose column 7 for inspection then we are left with the problem of building an automaton
to match on the basis of the rst six positions of each pattern. In other words, we are left
with a matrix obtained from that of Figure 7 by deleting the last column and hence the
problem is still an instance P(4) and hence S (4) is the size of the smallest automaton.
Case 2: Column p contains two nonvariables: In this case, based on the symbol seen in the
column we can now partition the n patterns into two sets each consisting of n ? 1 patterns.
Both these sets are represented by matrices that are obtained by deleting the column p
and one of the rows that contained a nonvariable at p. It is easy to see that each of
these matrices represent P (n ? 1) and hence the smallest matching automaton has the size
S (n ? 1). In the above example, inspecting position 2 results in the pattern sets f1; 2; 4g
and f2; 3; 4g as shown in Figure 8. Hence:
S (n) = 2  S (n ? 1)
whose solution is (2n ).
Recall that the arity of f is O(n ), and that we use at patterns in the proof to denote patterns
with a common pre x u with fringe size equal to the arity of f . In order to have a fringe size of
O(n ), the pre x must have size O(n ). Thus the average size of the patterns ( ) equals n and
so we have:
Theorem 21 Lowerp bound on space required by adaptive automata for unambiguous unprioritized patterns is (2 ).
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5.2 Unambiguous Prioritized Patterns
To derive lower bound on the size of the automaton in this case, consider the following set of at
patterns with textual order priority:
f (cm (a); x ; x ; :::; xn); f (x ; cm(a); x ; :::; xn); :::; f (x ; :::; xn? ; cm(a))
In these patterns, cm(a) is an abbreviation for the term c(c(   (c(a)   ) that contains m occurrences of c. Denote by S (n) the size of the automaton for patterns of the above form. We
claim that the smallest size automaton is obtained by rst inspecting all the c's and then the
a in the rst column, then those in the second column and so on. This because each position
examined by such an automaton is an index by Theorem 19. Hence it follows by Theorem 10
that this automaton is no larger than any other automaton. Now consider the rst m states of
the automaton that correspond to inspecting all the c's in the rst column. Each of these states
has a transition on 6= that is taken on seeing a symbol di erent from c. Each of these transitions
lead to a state that is the root of an automaton for the remaining n ? 1 patterns. Therefore:
S (n)  mS (n ? 1)
with S (1) = 1. (Recall that we use breadth as the measure of size.) This means S (n) = (mn? ).
As for suciently large m, m = O( ). So, we conclude:
Theorem 22 Lower bound on space required by adaptive automata for unambiguous prioritized
patterns is ( n? ).
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5.3 Ambiguous Patterns
Consider again the set of patterns used in section 5.2. Now assume that there is no priority
among these patterns. As all patterns match f (cm (a); cm(a); : : :; cm (a)) the system is ambiguous.
Observe that the automaton A for this set of patterns must report all matches since there is no
priority relationship among the patterns. We now show how we can obtain an automaton A0 from
A for matching the prioritized system described in section 5.2. To obtain A0 we simply change
the match annotation on the nal states of A so that A0 announces a match for the pattern with
the highest priority among those for which a match is declared by A. It is easy to see that A0 is
an automaton for prioritized patterns and also that it is no larger than A. Therefore by Theorem
22,

Theorem 23 Lower bound on space required by adaptive automata for ambiguous patterns is
(

n?1 ).

5.4 Matching Time
We analyze the matching time of adaptive automata in this section. Herein we derive both
upper and lower bound on the matching time. We begin our discussion with the upper bound
on the matching time. We would like to recall our earlier remarks regarding using , a partial
order, as our main approach to comparing matching time of di erent automata. However, to
give a quantitative measure of work involved in matching, we use average path lengths of \best
possible" automata in the ordering given by .
It is clear that an upper bound on the matching time is given by the length of the longest
root-to-leaf path in the automaton. Now observe that each state in a given path inspects distinct
positions and this position must be a nonvariable position in at least one pattern. Hence the
length of the longest path can never be more than O(S ). (Recall that S is the sum of sizes of all
patterns.) Therefore an upper bound on the matching time is O(S ).
For a lower bound on matching time for unambiguous, unprioritized patterns, consider a set
of strongly sequential patterns. For such patterns, every pre x of any pattern possesses an index.
By Theorem 10, the automaton with smallest time is one that examines indices in every state. It
is easy to see that in such a case, there is exactly one nal state in the automaton corresponding
to a match for each pattern. Moreover, all and only the nonvariable symbols in a pattern are
visited on the path to a nal state announcing a match for it. Therfore, the average path length
of this automaton (which is our measure of matching time) is no less than the average over the
sizes of the patterns, i.e., ( ).
In the case of prioritized or ambiguous patterns the lower bound can be tightened. This
is based on the following observations. In case of prioritized patterns, we must eliminate the
possibility for a match for higher priority patterns before looking for a match for a lower priority
pattern. This means paths leading to matches for a lower priority pattern can be substantially
longer than the pattern size. Similarly, for ambiguous patterns, the need to announce all matching
patterns can make lengths of matching paths for a pattern larger than the size of the pattern
being matched.
We rst consider the case of unambiguous prioritized patterns. We use the example presented
in section 5.2 to derive the lower bound in this case. Observe that every position inspected by
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the automaton constructed in section 5.2 is an index. This means, by Theorem 10, the matching
time for this automaton is the smallest. Hence the lower bound on matching time is given by
the average path length of this automaton. We compute this quantity as follows. Let T (n)
denote the sum of lengths of all root-to-leaf paths in the automaton. Observe that each of the
rst m states that inspect the c's in the rst pattern has a 6= branch. These branches lead to a
subautomaton that matches the remaining n ? 1 patterns and hence the sum of path lengths in
each of these automata is given by T (n ? 1). For the subautomaton Si on the ith 6= branch, the
sum of path lengths from root to leaves in Si is given by

T (n ? 1) + i  (number of nal states in Si)
The second term in the above expression accounts for the fact that the length i from the root
of the automaton to the root of Si is added to the length of every path to a nal state in Si.
Noting that the number of nal states (which is same as the breadth or space complexity) in Si
is O(mn? ), and summing the path lengths over all the subautomata and the state announcing
a match for the rst pattern, we have
2

T (n) = m + mi (T (n ? 1) + i  O(mn? )) = m + mT (n ? 1) + O(mn )
2

=1

with T (1) = m. It can be easily checked by substitution that T (n) is (nmn ). Thus the average
path length, given by T (n)=O(mn? ) is (mn) = (S ).
The lower bound on matching time for ambiguous patterns can be obtained from that of
the unambiguous prioritized patterns using arguments similar to that found in section 5.3. It is
quite straightforward to apply the arguments found in the proof of size-complexity to matching
time complexity. In particular, we can construct an automaton for prioritized patterns from that
obtained for ambiguous, unprioritized patterns. This construction assures that the matching time
complexity for ambiguous patterns can never be smaller than that for unambiguous prioritized
patterns.
1

6 Minimizing Space using DAGs
In section 3, we developed several powerful techniques to reduce the space and matching time
requirement of the adaptive automata. However the lower bound results established in the
previous section indicates that the size of the automaton is likely to be very large. It appears
(from the proofs of lower bounds) that the main reason for the exponential space requirement
is the use of tree structure in representing the automaton. Lack of sharing in trees results in
duplication of functionally identical subautomata leading to wastage of space. A natural solution
to this problem is to implement sharing with the help of dag structure (instead of tree). We
develop this solution in this section.
An obvious way to achieve sharing is to use standard FSA minimization techniques. A
method based on this approach rst constructs the automaton (using algorithm Build) and then
converts it into a (optimal) dag. However, the size of the tree automaton can be exponentially
larger than that of the dag automaton. For instance, the tree automaton constructed in section
5.2 has exponential size, but the corresponding dag automaton is linear! Therefore use of FSA
minimization technique is bound to be very inecient. To overcome this problem we must
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construct the dag automaton without generating its tree structure rst. This means we must
identify equivalence of two states without even generating the subautomata rooted at these states.
Suppose we are able to identify all such pairs of equivalent states then the optimal dag automaton
can be built directly for any set of patterns. We now propose a solution to this problem for the
general case of adaptive automata. This important problem of directly building an optimal
automata has remained open, even in the restricted context of left-to-right traversals [9].
Central to our construction (of dag automaton) is a technique that detects equivalent states
based on the representative sets. Consider two pre xes u and u that have the same representative set Lu . Suppose that u and u di er only in those positions where every pattern in Lu
has a variable. Since such positions are irrelevant for determining a match, these two pre xes
are equivalent. On the other hand, it can also be shown that if they have di erent representative
sets or di er in any other position then they are not equivalent. Based on this observation, we
de ne the relevant pre x of u as follows. Let p ; p ; : : : ; pk denote (all of the) positions in u such
that for each pi there is at least one pattern in Lu that has a variable at pi and all other patterns
in Lu have a variable either at pi or above it. The relevant pre x of u is then
u[p 6=][p 6=]    [pk 6=]
For instance, the pre xes corresponding to di erent states marked `s' in Figure 3 are di erent,
but they all have the same relevant pre x f (x; 6=; b). By showing that two states are equivalent
i the corresponding relevant pre xes are identical we establish:
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Theorem 24 The automaton obtained by merging states with identical relevant pre xes is optimal.

Proof: First we need to show that the states merged as above are indeed equivalent. Note that
the condition 2 (see page 16) on the selection function at a state v requires that Build select the
next position only based on portions of the pre x that are relevant for identifying a match at one
of the descendents of v. This implies that the selection function will choose the same position to
inspect for any two states with the same relevant pre x. It is also easy to see that if two states
have the same relevant pre x, then the corresponding children of the two states will also have
identical relevant pre xes. This implies that the structure of the automaton below any pair of
states with the same relevant pre x will be identical. Therefore two such states are equivalent.
Now we need to show that no two states v1 and v2 with distinct relevant pre xes u1 and
u2 are equivalent. There are two cases to consider, depending upon whether Lu1 and Lu2 are
identical or not. If they are not identical, let l 2 Lu1 and l 62 Lu2 . Then, by the properties
of representative set (and correctness of the matching automaton), there is a path from v1 to a
matching state for l. On the other hand, there is no such path from v2 and hence v1 and v2 are
not equivalent.
In the second case (Lu1 = Lu2 ). Since u1 6= u2, 9p root(u1=p) 6= root(u2=p). Since the
representative sets are the same, u1 and u2 cannot have di erent nonvariable symbols at p.
Hence one of these relevant pre xes, say u1, has a nonvariable symbol at p and the other has
a variable at p. If this nonvariable is 6=, every pattern in the representative set must contain
a variable at p. The de nition of relevant pre x then implies that root(u2=p) must also be 6=.
Since we assumed that u1 and u2 di er at p, this is also not possible. Therefore root(u1=p) must
be a nonvariable symbol other than 6=. Let l be an pattern in the representative set such that
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root(l=p) is a nonvariable. Now, there must be a path from v to a matching state for l, and the
symbol at p is not examined on this path (as it has already been examined in the path reaching
v). In contrast, the symbol at p is examined on every path from v to a matching state for l.
Therefore v and v are not equivalent.
Merging equivalent states as described above can substantially reduce the space required by
the automata, e.g., the tree automaton in Figure 3 has 25 states which can now be reduced to
16 by sharing. Also recall that for the patterns in Figure 7, parts of the automaton reached by
positive transitions alone (i.e., without considering parts of automata that are reached through
6= transitions) is exponential. We can show that by sharing states this part of the automaton
will become polynomial! Similarly, the size of the automaton constructed in section 5.2 for
unambiguous, prioritized patterns will become linear in the size of patterns rather than being
exponential. (This is because all the states that are reached on 6= transitions from the rst m
states will be equivalent, and thus there will be only one subautomaton of size S (n ? 1) instead
of m.)
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1

2

6.1 Impact of DAGs on Space and Matching Time Complexity
Observe that sharing a ects space requirements alone. Therefore all our earlier results not
directly related to space continue to hold for dags as well. In what follows we discuss the impact
of dags on some of the results established earlier regarding space.
n
We can show that the upper bound
Qn on size of dag automata is O(2 S ) which is much smaller
than the corresponding bound O( i jlij) for tree automata. To prove this result, consider a
dag automaton based on left-to-right traversal of patterns. Consider the relevant pre xes of any
two states in this automaton with the same representative set Lu . Since the symbols are visited
in pre-order, one of these pre xes u must be an instance of the other pre x u . Extending this
argument to all states s ; :::; sk with the same representative set, we see that there is a total order
among these pre xes (given by the above-mentioned instance-of relation). This means that the
number of such pre xes (and hence the number of such states) is bounded by the size of the
largest pre x, which is in turn bounded by S . This bound, in conjunction with the fact that
there are at most 2n di erent representative sets, yields the bound of O(S  2n ).
We can also establish a lower bound of O(2 ) for ambiguous patterns. For this proof, consider
n at patterns of the form
=1
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l = f (a; x ; x ; :::; xn)
l = f (x ; a; x ; :::; xn)
... ... ...
ln = f (x ; :::; xn ? 1; a)
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2
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3
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By our earlier remarks on at patterns, note that the average size of these patterns is O(n).
There is no priority among the patterns, so the automaton is required to report all patterns that
match a given term. It is clear that any term f (t ; :::; tn) matches the set of patterns fpi ; :::; pikg
whenever ti = ti = :::tik = a. There are 2n such sets, each of which must correspond to a state
in the automaton and hence the bound.
For unambiguous patterns, it is not clear whether the lower bound on size is exponential. For
1

1

2
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instance, it appears that the patterns used in the lower bound proof on size of tree automata
for unambiguous patterns, possess a polynomial-size dag automaton. In the example used to
establish lower bound on space for tree automaton for unambiguous prioritized patterns, observe
that the rst m states reached by 6= transitions (i.e., states reached on inspecting any symbol
other than c in the rst column) are all equivalent. By sharing all these states, we get the
recurrence relation S (n) = m + S (n ? 1), whose solution is O(S ). Reasoning about lower
bounds becomes extremely complicated for dags since it is dicult to capture behavior of sharing
formally.
All the greedy strategies as well as the strategy of selecting indices can, in some cases, increase
the space of dag automata. This increase occurs typically in contrived examples. In practice, we
should use some of the greedy strategies and the index selection strategy to reduce space and
matching time. Sharing of states then provides additional opportunities for further reduction in
space required.

7 Concluding Remarks
In this paper we studied pattern matching with adaptive automata. We rst presented a generic
algorithm for their construction and then discussed how to improve space and matching time by
synthesizing traversal orders. We showed that a good traversal order selects indices whenever
possible and uses one of the greedy strategies otherwise. Although the greedy strategies may
sometimes fail, it appears from the complexity of the counter examples that such failures may be
rare. For functional programming, we synthesized a traversal S (T ) from a monotonic traversal T .
Since using S (T ) does not a ect termination properties, the programmer can assume T whereas
an implementation can bene t from signi cant improvements in space and matching time.
Our lower bound results indicate that the size of an adaptive automaton, when represented as
a tree, can be quite large. Therefore we developed an orthogonal approach to space minimization
by sharing equivalent states. Note that even the index selection strategy may fail to improve
space of dag automata. This occurs because index selection may adversely a ect the way in which
descendants of a state can be shared. Since it is dicult to predict sharing among descendant
states, the possibility of improving space without using indices does not appear to be practical.
So the best approach is to use all the strategies in section 3 and use sharing as an additional
source of space optimization over tree automata.
Our work clearly brings forth the impact of typing in prioritized pattern matching. We have
shown that several important problems in the context of pattern matching are unlikely to have
polynomial-time algorithms for typed systems whereas we have given polynomial-time algorithms
for them in untyped systems. This raises the question whether it is worthwhile to consider typing
for pattern matching. It is not clear how often typing information can be used to nd an index
(or to determine that a pattern does not belong to Lu ) which cannot be found otherwise. On the
other hand there is a signi cant penalty in terms of computational e ort for both these problems
if we use typing information.
We have left open two aspects of the problem that may be important in certain applications.
First, our algorithms are mainly suited for an environment wherein the patterns do not change
very frequently. This is because the traversal order itself can change when patterns are changed.
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Second, the algorithms cannot handle variables in the term to be matched. If we can handle
variables, then the automaton can be used for fast uni cation, which has many applications such
as Prolog compilers and theorem provers. We are currently investigating techniques to extend
our algorithms to address these concerns.
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